
Supporting Details

Supporting details expand on the topic sentence of the paragraph and provide reasons, facts and examples to
support it. There can be major and minor details. Each major detail supports the topic sentence. Minor details
elaborate on the major details. 

1 Read the paragraph below and discuss the questions that follow.

Bison meat is a healthier kind of red meat than beef for various reasons. Bison meat exports have 
more than doubled over the past five years, according to Statistics Canada. One reason is that bison
meat contains one-third less fat than beef does. Indeed, bison is lower in fat than beef is. Canadians
need to be concerned about the amount of fat in their diets. Another reason is that bison are raised
naturally without growth hormones. Growth hormones add more chemicals to the meat of any kind 
of animal. By contrast, beef cattle are usually raised with growth hormones. Finally, bison meat has 
40 per cent more protein than beef. The Canada Food Guide outlines the recommended daily serving
size of protein-rich foods. To sum up, it is easy to see why bison meat, a lean alternative to beef, is a
healthy way to eat red meat.

1. Which three sentences can be removed to make the paragraph more effective?
Explain why each sentence should be removed.

2. Which sentences include major details and which sentences include minor details?

3. What transitions are used and what is the purpose of each? 

2 Read the topic sentence and the concluding sentence below. Then order the supporting details
from 1 to 5 to form a complete paragraph. Indicate whether each detail is a major or a minor detail.

Topic sentence: Canadians enjoy many types of ethnic foods. 

Concluding sentence: Clearly, Canadians have embraced ethnic foods.

Many Canadian families regularly cook spaghetti and lasagne at home, 
or order take-out pizza. � major � minor

Chinese food is another popular ethnic food in Canada. � major � minor

Italian food is by far one of the most popular cuisines. � major � minor

Furthermore, many grocery stores now stock Indian cooking staples 
like curry, chutney, basmati rice and naan breads. � major � minor

In fact, nearly every city in Canada has at least one Chinese restaurant. � major � minor
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Supporting Details (Cont.)

3 In the following paragraph, four supporting details are missing. Select the four most suitable
details from the box below (a to f) and write them on the correct lines. Check off major or minor 
to indicate whether the sentence is a major detail or a minor detail.

1. The province of Québec offers many traditional and distinctive foods. 
For example, most cities and towns in Québec produce tourtière, 
a traditional meat pie made with pork and spices. � major � minor

2. � major � minor

3. � major � minor

4. In fact, a number of fast food chains in Québec have now added poutine 
to their menus. � major � minor

5. � major � minor

6. Even visitors from out of province travel to Montréal to enjoy smoked 
meat at Montréal delis. � major � minor

7. � major � minor

4� Search the Internet for tips on writing the supporting sentences of a paragraph. Choose two tips
and share them with your classmates. 

Possible search terms: supporting details + paragraph; major and minor supporting details

5 Write a paragraph about traditional food in your previous country. Write a topic sentence.
Brainstorm major and minor details that would support it. You can list these ideas in point form.
Then choose the most relevant details and write a paragraph including them.

a) Of course, tourtière is just one of many kinds of meat pies available in Québec.

b) Finally, soupe aux pois jaunes (pea soup made with yellow peas) dates back to at least the
nineteenth century and began as common Québec farmhouse fare.

c) Besides, the tourtière recipe itself varies from region to region.

d) Secondly, Canadians love poutine, which is tasty but full of fat.

e) Some other distinctive Québec foods are the smoked meat and bagels of Montréal, which 
are world-famous. 

f) Secondly, poutine, which originated in rural Québec in the 1950s, is widely available in 
Québec restaurants and cafes.
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